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Introduction
The SlideOScope is an optical device for viewing images through an elongated tube that appears outwardly like a Kaleidoscope. Shown below, it is
usually built in the shape of a cylinder (B) with an opening at one end (D) and capped at the opposite end (I). The SlideOScope contains 5 or 6 printed
images that line the inner-most cylinder wall of the picture tube (B). During fabrication, each of the Picture Tube images is printed with a predistortion to
provide an undistorted image after reflection by the conic mirror (C).  The observer uses two hands to operate the SlideOScope: with one hand on the
outer Sleeve (H) while the other hand grips the top of Picture Tube (B) near the Rim (D). During use, the SlideOScope picture immediately adjacent to the
conic mirror (C) is reflected by the mirror such that an observer looking into the opening of the SlideOScope will see a reflected image that appears to
emanate from the base of the mirror. When the observer slides the picture-tube in and out of the SlideOScope, the reflected image gets altered by the
corresponding picture-tube position. 
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1. SlideOScope Schematic Diagram: A - Core, B - Picture Tube, C - Conic Mirror, D - Rim, E - Light Pipe, F - White-light 
LED Circuit Board, G - Battery Holder, H - Outer Sleeve, I - End Cap.

The SlideOScope contains four different sub-assemblies. These are (1) Core Assembly, (2) Conic Mirror Assembly, (3) Picture Tube Assembly, and (4)
Outer Sleeve Assembly. The construction of each sub-assembly is discussed in a separate section of this guide.

2. Three-dimensional view of assembled SlideOScope

Although the SlideOScope holds only static pictures in its picture tube, the interplay between the picture tube movement (B) and the conic mirror (C)
produces a dynamic interactive experience for the viewer that tricks the visual cortex of the brain with the illusion of dynamic motion and physical
presence in the subjects represented in the images.



Although the SlideOScope holds only static pictures in its picture tube, the interplay between the picture tube movement (B) and the conic mirror (C)
produces a dynamic interactive experience for the viewer that tricks the visual cortex of the brain with the illusion of dynamic motion and physical
presence in the subjects represented in the images.
The SlideOScope has many areas of possible use. In some applications, the SlideOScope may present abstract images without recognizable content
reminiscent  of  the Kaleidoscope.  However,  in  other  applications,  non-abstract  pictures  can be presented.  Such recognizable  pictures  can be tied to
contents in the physical world such as people, places, and things. There are many potential applications for the SlideOScope. A few of these applications
include: entertainment (games, puzzles, coloring books, mazes), education, sentimental/nostalgia, promotional, collectable, photography of weddings and
reunions, and poetry. 
The material presented in this reference guide was filed in the provisional patent application number 61/881,150 on Sept 23, 2013. In the past, there have
been two other provisional patents and one international patent application that also cover concepts of the SlideOScope. The first provisional patent
application number 61/624,269 was filed on April 14, 2012. The second provisional patent number 61/802,226 was filed on March 15, 2013. Finally, the
Patent Cooperation Treaty application number PCT/US2013/036489 was filed on April 12, 2013 and has a priority date of April 14, 2012.

Overview
The current SlideOScope design has been the culmination of two years of intense development effort and carefully optimized for maximum performance
at the minimum cost of manufacture. During the course of development, more than 50 prototypes from 20 different design variations have been con-
structed and tested. The current design encompassed within this reference guide is the result of this development process. This SlideOScope design is
further illustrated in the figures that follow.

3. SlideOScope prototypes.
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4. Alternate view of assembled SlideOScope

5. Side view of assembled SlideOScope

6. Alternate side view of assembled SlideOScope
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Core Assembly
The core assembly contains the battery holder, the white light LED circuit board, light pipe, and conic mirror. The purpose of the Core Assembly is to
support the conic mirror in a fixed position as the SlideOScope Picture Tube is moved past the conic mirror. At the heart of the Core assembly is the Core
itself (A). This component is formed out of plastic by one of two different methods: vacuum forming or thermal forming. For limited production runs,
vacuum forming can be used to minimize start-up costs. In particular, thermal forming is usually only available for high volume production runs. Both
methods have much lower tooling and start up costs compared to injection molding methods.
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7. Cross-section of Core Assembly without Conic Mirror and Light Pipe. The Core Assembly includes:A - Core, G - Battery 
Compartment, F - White-light LED circuit board. A typical core wall thickness is 1.4 mm.
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8. Three-dimensional view of core assembly. The vertical walls shown are actually sloped with a slight angle of perhaps 5 
degrees in order to make extraction from the mold easier to manage. Both the battery holder and the white-light LED circuit 
board (F) are bonded to the Core (G) using double-sided foam tape.
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9. Alternate view of core assembly.
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10. SlideOScope Parts: A - Core, E - Light Pipe, F - White-light LED circuit board, G - Battery Holder, D - Rim, and C - Cone.

Core
The overall purpose of the Core is to hold the Conic mirror and electronic lighting components stationary at the center of the Picture Tube diameter while
allowing the Picture Tube to slide freely without interference. While the core shape does not require a unique prescription and can be varied in structure
without loss of purpose, the core shape can be broken into four different zones. Each of these zones serve a different purpose. 

Zone 1

Zone 2
Zone 3

Zone 4 = Core Trim

11. The Core shape is made up of four zones.

12. Core Sample.
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Zone 1
The purpose of Zone 1 is to create an expanded shape that fills the center of the Picture Tube without rubbing on the Picture Tube inner surface. In
addition, Zone 1 is designed to hold the position of Zone 2 as stationary as possible during the SlideOScope operation. This is best understood by
considering figure 11 below. 

0.05 inch

Zone 1

Zone 2

Zone 3

3.15 inch

Zone 4

67.28 mm

13. End view with circle drawn on outside to represent the bare inner Picture Tube surface. In practice, the current SlideOScope 
design calls for a 3.25 inch Picture Tube inside diameter and a 0.05 inch minimum air gap. This results in a Cone/Core 
Assembly diameter of 3.15 inches. Note that the 0.05 inch gap provides sufficient clearance for the added sheet containing 
printed images to be inserted within this space. As such, the gap thickness need not include the printed sheet thickness but is 
instead measured directly between the Core outer wall and the bare inner Picture Tube wall.

This end view of the Core clearly illustrates how the undulating shape of Zone 1 fills the center of the Picture Tube while leaving a small gap between the
Core and inner boundary of the Picture Tube. This gap must be large enough to prevent any friction with the Picture Tube inner surface while staying
narrow enough to prevent any unnecessary misalignment of the Conic Mirror as the Core shifts and jostles during SlideOScope movement.  In addition to
Zone 1, Zones 3&4 also serve to hold the Core position stationary.
As mentioned previously, there are many equally valid shapes possible for use with Zone 1. In the current implementation, the top surface of Zone 1 is
defined by the equation:

14. z = cos 2. p Hbaseslablength-yL
baseslablength

numberofperiods

IfBcos 2. p Hbaseslablength-yL
baseslablength

numberofperiods

> 0, coreradius2, Hcoreradius - corewallthicknessL2F - x2

Here the surface coordinates are given by {x,y} and 

15. baseslablength  = coneapexheight - coreradius - corefootlength

where coreradius = 3.15/2 inch, corefootlength = 6 mm, coneapexheight = 229.71 mm, corewallthickness = 1.4 mm, numberofperiods = 1.2, and core-
halfwidth = 39.64 mm. 
In particular, equation 12 makes an adjustment to compensate for the wall thickness of the core at the bottom portion of the core shape. This compensation
is important to maintain a near constant clearance between the inner Picture Tube wall and outer Core boundary. Otherwise, if no compensation were
included in the shape function, then the core shape would be lop-sided with less gap at the bottom edge. The discussion is now turned to Zone 2.
An alternative design to the Zone 1 shape discussed above is to make the entire surface of Zone 1 flat except for the region directly behind Zone 2, which
bulges to meet up with the Zone 2 boundary.

Zone 2
The purpose for Zone 2 is to bond with the Conic Mirror (C) and hold the mirror static at the center of the Picture Tube. Shown below in figure 14, the
Conic Mirror is bonded to Zone 2 either with glue or a thin-walled strip of double-sided tape. 
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16. Conic Mirror Assembly with Core: C - Conic Mirror, A - Core, E - Light Pipe.

In addition, Zones 1 & 2 must be joined by a seamless connection since they are a part of a piecewise continuous surface. This places an additional
constraint on the boundary conditions on the shapes of the two zones. As in Zone 1, there are many equally valid possible shapes for Zone 2. In practice,
however, the top surface of Zone 2 is described by the conic equation:

17. z = -x2 + Hconeapexheight - corefootlength - yL2

Equations 12 and 15 are particularly well suited to the task of forming the Core shape since both equations reduce to the same curve of

18. z = -x2 + coreradius2

when y = baseslabelength. This is due to the fact that from Equation 13,

19. coreradius = coneapexheight - baseslabelength- corefootlength.

This brings the discussion next to Zone 3.

Zone 3
The purpose of Zone 3 is the provide an anchor and landing pad for the white light LED circuit board (F). In reality, Zone 3 is a sub-area of Zone 4 and
lies co-planar with the rest of Zone 4. The white light LED circuit board needs to be placed off-center from the SlideOScope axis of symmetry in order to
allow the correct insertion of the LED into the Light Pipe Assembly. As a consequence, the top surface of Zone 3 must be off-set from the center point of
the Conic Mirror by an amount given by:

20. top surface offset = boardthickness+pcbtapethickness+corewallthickness

Where the boardthickness is the thickness of the white light LED circuit board (including the height of the LED wiring above the board surface), the
pcbtapethickness is the thickness of the doubled-sided foam tape that holds the circuit board to the Core, and the corewallthickness is the thickness of the
Core wall. In practice, boardthickness = 2.5 mm, pcbtapethickness = 1.5 mm. If the corewallthickness is 1.4 mm then the top surface has an offset is 5.4
mm and the bottom surface of Zone 3 has an offset is 4.0 mm. 
Finally the discussion turns to Zone 4.

Zone 4
Zone 4 includes the outer-most boundary of the Core. As such Zone 4 surrounds Zones 1,2, and 3. The main purpose of Zone 4 is allow for the die cutting
of the Core during manufacture. Since die cutting works best on flat surfaces, Zone 4 is planar shaped whose boundary dimensions are illustrated below. 
Note that because Zone 3 lies in the same plane as Zone 4 and since Zone 3 has an offset imposed on it by its function to brace the white light LED circuit
board, this same offset is also imposed on the position of Zone 4. As such, if the Core wall thickness is 1.4 mm, then the top surface of Zone 4 has an
offset of 5.4 mm as shown previously for Zone 3.
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3.15 inch = 79.28 mm
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21. Outside and inside core trim boundary with edge coordinates.

Outside Boundary
outside boundary points = {{-39.6389, 0.}, {-39.6389, 189.701}, {-36.0353, 193.269}, {-32.4318, 196.828}, {-28.8283, 200.377}, {-25.2247, 203.91}, {-21.6212, 207.421}, {-18.0177,
210.897}, {-14.4141, 214.314}, {-10.8106, 217.622}, {-7.20707, 220.701}, {7.20707, 220.701}, {10.8106, 217.622}, {14.4141, 214.314}, {18.0177, 210.897}, {21.6212, 207.421},
{25.2247, 203.91}, {28.8283, 200.377}, {32.4318, 196.828}, {36.0353, 193.269}, {39.6389, 189.701}, {39.6389, 0.}}

Inside Boundary
 inside boundary points = {{-33.6389, 6.}, {-33.6389, 189.701}, {-12.4257, 210.914}, {0, 210.914}, {12.4257, 210.914}, {33.6389, 189.701}, {33.6389, 6.}}

Battery
The battery compartment holds three AAA batteries connected in series to produce 4.5 Volts. This type of battery compartment is commonly stocked item
sold by many commercial vendors. Although not shown, the battery holder should include a cover in order to prevent the batteries from becoming
dislodged and falling out or loosing electrical contact. In particular, even though open battery holders can be obtained for less cost, I have learned from
experience that open battery holders do not reliably retain the batteries.

50 mm
12.7 mm

36 mm

22. Battery compartment for 3xAAA batteries. This delivers 4.5 Volts to the white-light LED circuit.

23. Battery compartment with white-light LED circuit assembly.
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Conic Mirror Assembly
The Conic Mirror Assembly is a sub-component of the Core Assembly described above. Here, the conic mirror is bonded to the Core as shown below by
either thin double-sided tape or glue. Once bonded, the conic mirror is held fixed in alignment with the Core. As mentioned previously, the LED circuit
board is also bonded to the Core member. As a consequence, the Light Pipe becomes trapped against the interior of the conic mirror. As such, the Light
Pipe does not require additional gluing in order to stay in place.
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24. Cross-section of Conic Mirror Assembly: C - Conic Mirror, A - Core, F - White-light LED circuit board, E - Light Pipe.

25. Three-dimensional view of Conic Mirror Assembly.

26. Alternate view of Conic Mirror Assembly.

Conic Mirror
The Conic Mirror needs to be fashioned with a highly polished mirror finish that does not contain any visible surface roughness or mechanical imperfec-
tions.  There are several  methods of fabrication available for a plastic conic mirror.   These include:  vacuum forming,  thermal forming,  or injection
molding. After the substrate has been formed, it then undergoes an additional step to place a mirror finish on its surface. For prototyping purposes, such a
finish was achieved by bonding a separate layer of metalized Mylar onto the outer surface of the cone. However, such a finish always results in a seam
along the cone radius that interferes with the visual performance of the mirror. Therefore, it is highly desirable to directly metalize the surface of the conic
substrate in order to provide a seamless mirror finish. Instead of plastic, a stamped metal substrate can also be employed.
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The Conic Mirror needs to be fashioned with a highly polished mirror finish that does not contain any visible surface roughness or mechanical imperfec-
tions.  There are several  methods of fabrication available for a plastic conic mirror.   These include:  vacuum forming,  thermal forming,  or injection
molding. After the substrate has been formed, it then undergoes an additional step to place a mirror finish on its surface. For prototyping purposes, such a
finish was achieved by bonding a separate layer of metalized Mylar onto the outer surface of the cone. However, such a finish always results in a seam
along the cone radius that interferes with the visual performance of the mirror. Therefore, it is highly desirable to directly metalize the surface of the conic
substrate in order to provide a seamless mirror finish. Instead of plastic, a stamped metal substrate can also be employed.
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27. Cross-section of Conic Mirror. The Light Pipe is installed in the Cone hole.

The outer diameter of the cone is equal to the core diameter and smaller than the picture tube diameter by a gap. For the current SlideOScope design, the
cone outer diameter is 3.25 - 0.1 = 3.15 inches.  The hole at the top of cone is chosen to match the top diameter of the light pipe component. For the
current design, the center hole diameter is 6 mm. The slope of the cone is 45 degrees and the thickness of the cone wall is typically 1.0 mm.

28. Three-dimensional view of Conic Mirror.

29. Three-dimensional view of Cone and Rim.
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White-light LED
The white-light LED has been selected to produce a narrow beam of intensely bright white light. The shape of the LED is an elongated dome whose shaft
is 4.25 mm in length and 3 mm in diameter. The base of the LED is 4 mm in diameter. By itself, the white-light LED produces light that is strongly
directed toward its front. Once inserted into the Light Pipe (E), the LED energy gets redirected from forward emission to side emission.

30. Three-dimensional view of White-light LED (Light Emitting Diode)

31. Ray trace of White-light LED.
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White-light LED Lighting Circuit
There have been two generations of circuit  boards designed for the SlideOScope.  The first  generation was a through-hole design while the second
generation is a surface mount design. The purpose of this circuit is to consume very low power in the off state (nanoAmps) while using a vibration sensor
to trigger the on state for LED. Once the on-state has been triggered, the LED remains on for a period of approximately one minute before timing out and
returning to the off state. The benefit of this design is that no external on/off switch is required. This lack of an on/off switch serves to reduce the
manufacturing cost as well as create a fail-safe design that will not run down the batteries in an event where the light is accidentally left switched on. The
net result of this circuit is that the same batteries can be expected to last for several years before needing replacement under normal use.

32. Circuit Diagram.

Another consideration about this particular circuit design is the use of 3 AAA batteries to supply 4.5 Volts instead of a single battery with an added
booster circuit. This decision to use 4.5 Volts with 3 batteries rather than the use of a single 1.5 Volt battery with a booster circuit was undertaken for
three reasons. First, the smaller energy capacity of a single battery would significantly reduce the operating life of the SlideOScope. This would result in a
shorter shelf life for the SlideOScope and potentially greater risk of returned faulty units. The second issue is that the added cost of the booster circuit
could outweigh the savings from a single battery. The third reason for the chosen design is that AAA batteries are the most commonly obtained battery
type. In contrast, coin batteries are more difficult to find replacement units in addition to having a significantly smaller energy capacity.
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Printed Circuit Board Design

33. Printed Circuit Board Design.

Designator Qty Description Manufacturer Manufacturer pên

R1, R2, R5 3. RES 820K OHM
1ê8W 1% 0805 SMD

PANASONIC ERJ-6ENF8203V

R3 1. RES 4.7K OHM
1ê8W 1% 0805 SMD

PANASONIC ERJ-6ENF4701V

R4 1. RES 56 OHM
1ê4W 1% 1206 SMD

PANASONIC ERJ-8ENF56R0V

C1 1. CAP CER 1000PF
50V 5% NP0 0805

TDK CORP C2012C0G1H102J060AA

U1 1. IC OSC PROG
TIMER 100KHZ 14SOIC

TEXAS INST CD4541BM

Q1 1. TRANS NPN 40V
350MW SMD SOT23-3

DIODES, INC MMBT3904-7-F

P1 1. CONN HEADER
VERT 2POS .100 TIN

TE CONNECTIVITY 640454-2

BATTCON1 1. CONN RCPT HSNG
2POS CST-100 II

TE CONNECTIVITY 1375820-2

BATTCON1 2. CONN SOCKET
22-26AWG TIN CRIMP

TE CONNECTIVITY 1375819-1

LED1 1. LED LITE-ON
TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION

LTW-420D7

VS1 1. VIBRATION SENSOR DONGGUAN BAILING
ELECTRONICS CO.,LTD

SW18010P

BATTHOLD 1. BATTERY HOLDER Jameco Electronics 216303

34. Typical Bill Of Materials (BOM)
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35. Circuit Board Dimensions

Dimensions
wall thickness = 1.72 mm
a = 0.95 inches = 24.13 mm
b = 0.7 inches = 17.78 mm
c = 0.11 inches = 2.72 mm
d = 0.279 inches = 7.07 mm

36. Three-dimensional view of circuit board and relative position of the white light LED.
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Light Pipe
The current Light Pipe design has been the hard-earned result of an evolutionary product development over that past 18 months. In particular, this design
is the pinnacle off-spring of numerous previous flawed attempts to create a part that is cheap to manufacture while being compact and highly efficient at
projecting light onto the inside of the picture tube without sending stray light into the eyes of the SlideOScope user. While this design endeavor has
proven  extremely  difficult  to  master,  the  current  result  appears  to  accomplish  everything  required  for  near-optimal  SlideOScope  performance.  An
additional challenge of the Light Pipe design is the fact that its location at the point of the Conic Mirror also by necessity obscures a portion of the
SlideOScope image. This creates a possible conflict between the Light Pipe diameter and the SlideOScope performance. It is hoped that the current Light
Pipe design represents a good balance between the chosen Light Pipe diameter (6 mm) and SlideOScope performance. 
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0.75 mm
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37. Cross-section of Light Pipe surrounding elements. These elements include: E - Light Pipe, LED - Light Emitting Diode, F - 
LED Lighting Circuit Board. At the top of the Light Pipe is a mirrored Crown that has a concave shape.

38. Three-dimensional view of Light Pipe with the concave Crown visible on top.
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39. Light Pipes from two different materials: The left pipe is transparent while the right pipe is diffusive but not transparent.

40. Three-dimensional view of circuit board and relative position of Light Pipe.

41. Three-dimensional view of circuit board and relative position of Light Pipe.

42. Three-dimensional view of circuit board and relative position of Light Pipe.
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The shape of the current Light Pipe Crown uses the function: z = -(R-Sqrt[x^2+y^2])^2/(2*R) where R is the radius of the light pipe and {x, y, z} are the
coordinates of the mirrored surface. Here is an example of the curve when R = 2.

Plot[-(2-Sqrt[x^2])^2/4,{x,-2,2}]
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-1.0
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-0.6

-0.4

-0.2

43.  Cross-section of Light Pipe Crown.

The current light pipe crown design is concave with the specific shape to cause a 90 degree reflection from the Crown center and a 180 reflection from the
outer Crown edge. When Mathematica is used to evaluate the Crown surface derivative at the center, the slope is shown to be -1 or 45 degrees.

D[(2-x)^2/4,x]/.x->0

-1

44. The slope at the light pipe center is -1 which corresponds to 45 degrees.

45. Ray-trace of Light Pipe with LED embedded within it. Note that the space between the white-light LED top and the Light 
Pipe interior can be filled with air rather set with glue. Instead, if desired, glue can be applied to the bottom exterior of the 
LED/Light Pipe combination. Otherwise, no glue application is needed if the LED/ Light Pipe placement fixation can occur 
from other mechanical means.

One of the innovative features of this SlideOScope is the application of 3-D printing in the final production of the light pipes. In particular, during
manufacture, the Light Pipes are 3-D printed into an array of 10 x 10 elements. This is shown below in Figure 28 while Figure 29 shows a close-up of two
interlinked Light Pipes. While good for prototyping, the 3-D printing process is very rarely ever used in volume production due to its typically far higher
production costs. However, one of the interesting aspects of 3-D printing is that cost of production is not a function of part complexity but purely a
function of part volume. The complex shapes used with the SlideOScope Light Pipe combined with the small sizes of each Light Pipe means the volume
cost of each 3-D printed piece compares very favorably with estimated part costs by traditional injection molding methods, particularly when the high
tooling costs are factored in.
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46. 3-D printed in an array of 10 x 10 Light Pipe elements. A modest economy of scale can be achieved through the 3-D printing 
of 100 pieces at once.

47. Sample of 3-D printed array of 10 x 10 Light Pipe elements.
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48. Three-dimensional close-up of two interlinked Light Pipes.

Outer Sleeve Assembly
The standard Outer Sleeve Assembly uses a stocked source of extruded plastic pipe with an inside diameter of 3.57 inches and a thickness of 0.025 inch.
This pipe is then cut to a specified length of 8 inches. Because the Outer Sleeve Assembly is based on a commercially popular diameter, the production
cost of minimized since no additional tooling or inventory of custom stock is required. Because all other components in the SlideOScope are contained by
the Outer Sleeve Assembly, all other SlideOScope dimensions are dependent on the Outer Sleeve diameter. Consequently, the Outer Sleeve diameter
determines the dimensions of nearly all other components within the SlideOScope. While the Outer Sleeve Assembly shown here is based on extruded
plastic pipe, there are many alternative materials and sleeve thicknesses that can be employed such as cardboard and aluminum.
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49. Cross-section of Outer Sleeve Assembly. The Outer Sleeve Assembly includes: H - Outer Sleeve and I - End Cap. The 
overall length of the outer sleeve assembly is slightly greater than 8 inches.
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50. Three-dimensional view of the Outer Sleeve Assembly. The Outer Sleeve can be either transparent plastic or opaque in 
cardboard, wood, or metal. In many cases the transparent versions of the Outer Sleeve Assembly is lined on the inside with a 
decorative picture that is printed on a separate sheet of paper or foil. Cardboard versions of the Outer Sleeve Assembly can 
have wood veneer bonded to its exterior to give a wooden look to the SlideOScope. Of course high-end SlideOScopes can 
also be made from solid wood.

End Cap
Together with the extruded plastic sleeve, the injection-molded end cap is not custom made but instead obtained from pre-existing sources of production.
The color of the End Cap is usually black.

I

3.57 inch

-40 -20 0 20 40
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5
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51. Cross-section of the End Cap. The End Cap is a stocked item from a commercial packaging vendor.

52. Three-dimensional view of the End Cap. The End Cap is usually black.
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Picture Tube Assembly
 The Picture Tube Assembly holds the printed images of the SlideOScope. The Picture Tube Assembly itself is not fixed within the SlideOScope but
instead is allowed to slide in and out of the Outer Sleeve Assembly. In the process of its movement, the Picture Tube Assembly also shifts the printed
images that line its interior surface. The Picture Tube is usually made from cardboard with a lined exterior of silver foil. The bare inside surface is usually
black.
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53. Cross-section of Picture Tube Assembly. The Picture Tube Assembly includes: B - Picture Tube and D - Rim. Not shown are 
the picture tube printed images that slide inside the Picture Tube Assembly and are held in place by the Rim.

54. Three-dimensional view of Picture Tube Assembly.

55. Transparent view of Picture Tube Assembly. Note that the Picture Tube outer wall is typically made of cardboard and 
therefore not normally transparent. While plastic or other material could be used, the cost of other materials is much higher.
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Rim
The Rim is designed to hold the printed images against to the interior wall of the Picture Tube. For manufacture, the Rim can either be vacuum formed for
small runs or injection molded for larger runs. Here, the upper 10 mm of the Rim forms a tight fit with the inside of wall of the Picture Tube whose inside
diameter is 3.25 inches. Next, the bottom 10 mm of the Rim is flared inward to hold the printed images. At first the flare is sloped at an angle of 15
degrees until the flare reaches an gap of 0.5 mm. After this point, the Rim levels out again for a combined distance 5 mm. Finally, the flare extends inward
again at an angle of 30 degrees for an additional distance of 5 mm. The top of the Rim is design to cover the top lip of the Picture Tube.
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56. Cross-section of the Rim. The Rim hugs the top of the Picture Tube with a friction fit for 10 mm. There is a 0.5 mm gap 
between the Rim and the Picture Tube Wall near the Rim bottom. This gap is used to grab the printed images that line the 
Picture Tub.

57. Three-dimensional view of the Rim.

58. Side view of the Rim sample. The color of the Rim is often black although sometimes also silver.
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Two Different Picture Tube Formats
The SlideOScope is designed to accommodate two different formats that use either 5 or 6 images. The layout of these two formats are shown in the
following two subsections.

5 Image Format
The 5 image format is designed to use the standard print size of either A4 or 8 1/2 x 11 inches. This is a very convenient format since it allows the images
to be printed on standard paper format with any good printer.

59. Layout of SlideOScope that shows the placement of the 5 different images.

5 Image Tube Layout

60. Distribution of 5 images within the rolled up print tube. The narrow bands on the outside of the print tube are left as margins 
and do not contain full images.
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61. Dimensions of 5 image print tube with units given in millimeters. Here the image tube length is 8 1/2 inches and is shown 
laying along the horizontal axis. The tube diameter is 3 1/4 inches and is shown along the vertical axis.
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6 Image Format
The 6 image format uses a nonstandard print size of 9.3 x 10.25 inches. This format requires a custom print size and is less convenient to produce than the
five image format.

62. Layout of SlideOScope that shows the placement of the 6 different images. In this case, the bottom of the 6 images extend 
beyond the confines of the Picture Tube and into the center of the End Cap.

6 Image Tube Layout

63. Distribution of 6 images within the rolled up print tube. The outermost band on the right side of the print tube is hidden by 
the SlideOScope rim. This band serves to attach the print tube against the picture tube. The last of the 6 images extends to the 
very outside of the print tube at the left (SlideOScope bottom).
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64. Dimensions of 6 image print tube with units given in millimeters. Here the image tube length is 9.3 inches and is shown 
laying along the horizontal axis. The tube diameter is 3 1/4 inches and is shown along the vertical axis.
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65. Assembled SlideOScope Prototypes
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